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The publication of an earlier version of my chapter, “The Theory of Evolution 
is Compatible with Both Belief and Unbelief in a Supreme Being,” as an 
article in the Interpreter: A Journal of Mormon Scripture1 generated many 

comments on the journal website. Here are some thoughts in response to those 
comments. I have formatted them as questions and answers or as statements and 
responses.

1. As shown by some contentious statements on the website, evolution remains 
controversial among Latter-day Saints. Evolution does not affect what many 
people do in their daily lives and only seems relevant to biologists. Why should 
such controversial articles be published in a journal dedicated to building faith 
among Latter-day Saints?

Regardless of whether biology, geology, anthropology, or a related field becomes 
one’s profession or avocation, many of us who learn about evolution are confronted 
by promoters of atheism who use evolution as evidence of atheism. As evidenced by 
the popular opinion that evolution and faith in God are incompatible, promotions 
of atheism can be very compelling. In addition, as seen through the popular media, 
the orientation of Western culture is becoming more secular. At least part of this 
trend is because influential people think the biblical creation story is a fable. People 
need to know that alternatives are reasonable. People need to know that faith in God 
and acceptance of science are compatible.

I had a teacher in graduate school who promoted a godless point-of-view. One 
day in a class on biophysical chemistry, my professor said that everything could 
be explained by chemistry and physics. The context in which he said this and his 
lack of clarification strongly suggested that he was bearing witness of atheism. 
Fortunately, I had multiple other examples of scientists who believed in God. A few 
active members of my Latter-day Saint ward, including one of my bishops, were 
scientists at Purdue University, which I attended. One of these active members was 
on my thesis committee. A fellow biology graduate student was a Jew and a good 
friend. He was very observant in the orthodox tradition. One day I was talking to 
him and another professor on my thesis committee who belonged to a Protestant 
church. We were commenting that a poster advertising an upcoming lecture by 
James D. Watson, the co-discoverer of the structure of DNA, mistakenly called Dr. 
Watson the “inventor of DNA.” The professor replied that he “prayed to the inventor 
of DNA every night.” Another good example was my major professor. Before having 
dinner at his home, his family and I joined hands around the table and prayed. 
They attended a Protestant church. In one of his children’s bedrooms was a plaque 
with a very familiar verse: “I am a child of God and He has sent me here …” All 
of these good examples were people who also accepted evolution. Another good 
example was one of my stake presidents who was a plant breeder for an agricultural 
company. During an interview, he asked me what my field of study was. When I 
told him it was biochemistry, he voluntarily exclaimed, “Ah! those people that think 
evolution isn’t real. I use it in my work every day!”
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My approach to creation and evolution is not about “sugar-coating” scientific 
data or doing “mental gymnastics” with the scriptures. I don’t think that is helpful 
or necessary. I accept the scriptures as truth and scientific observations as fact. 
Geologist and Apostle James E. Talmage wrote:

Discrepancies that trouble us now will diminish as our knowledge of pertinent 
facts is extended. The Creator has made record in the rocks for man to decipher; 
but He has also spoken directly regarding the main stages of progress by which 
the earth has been brought to be what it is. The accounts cannot be fundamentally 
opposed; one can not contradict the other; though man’s interpretation of either 
may be seriously at fault.2

The use of evolution in designing proteins and constructing objects is new 
knowledge that has come into the world. How antibodies are formed is also new 
knowledge. I think this new knowledge can help us gain new understanding of how 
God could have formed life on earth. I think this new knowledge can bring us closer 
to resolving the contentious creation-evolution controversy.

I respect my colleagues and others who are agnostic or atheist in their belief 
about God. As our faith teaches, we allow each person to believe how he or she 
chooses (Articles of Faith 1:11). These colleagues and friends have been kind people 
who have respected my belief in God. I have learned good things from them, even 
moral lessons. However, people who espouse atheism need to know that evolution 
is not proof of their point-of-view. Youth, especially, need to know that faithful 
alternatives exist. Many responses to my article on the Interpreter website clearly 
showed that the idea is prevalent within the Latter-day Saint community that 
evolution is incompatible with faith in God. This is simply not true, as my active 
Latter-day Saint brothers and sisters showed me in Indiana and as the U.S. National 
Academy of Sciences and Institute of Medicine have stated.3

Of course, serving other people and the Lord is more important than knowing 
how God created life on earth. But, reconciling evolution and creation has helped 
build my faith in God and, hence, helped motivate me to do those more important 
things.

2. Evolution claims that undirected, natural processes account for the world. 
Many scientists hold this view. The creation means that miraculous, directed 
processes account for life on earth. Only one of these views can be true. If the 
former is true, then the prophets and scriptures are false.

A person’s view of creation and evolution can be heavily biased by his or her core 
religious beliefs and assumptions that come from those beliefs. This is true for most 
people, including me. (I use the term “religious” broadly to mean any belief system 
that deals with a person’s beliefs in God, the afterlife, morality and ethics, and so 
forth. Therefore, I include belief in God or atheism as religious beliefs.) Many people 
are convinced that if evolution is true God does not exist and if evolution is false 
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God does exist. Therefore, the stakes are high and emotions very strong. I hope my 
essay will challenge assumptions that lead believers in God and believers in atheism 
to conclude that scripture and science are incompatible.

On the Interpreter website, several responders to my essay wrote comments that 
showed they assume that evolution = atheism or evolution = “an accidental process.” 
These assumptions are not based on science. One person quoted the following 
statement by the late William Provine, a prominent scientist:

Let me summarize my views on what modern evolutionary biology tells us loud 
and clear. … There are no gods, no purposes, and no goal-directed forces of any 
kind. There is no life after death. When I die, I am absolutely certain that I am 
going to be dead. That’s the end of me. There is no ultimate foundation for ethics, 
no ultimate meaning in life, and no free will for humans, either.4

This view is a religious view. It is not scientific. The U.S. National Academy of Sciences 
and Institute of Medicine do not define evolution this way.5 Their report emphasizes 
the mechanism of biological evolution. They also emphasize that many scientists 
find evolution compatible with faith in God. The evolution website sponsored by 
the University of California at Berkeley notes, “in the scientific community there 
are thousands of scientists who are devoutly religious and also accept evolution.”6 
Several years ago, the Public Broadcasting Service produced a documentary series 
on evolution. The website for this series makes clear that evolution is compatible 
with belief in God:

Does evolution prove there is no God? No. Many people, from evolutionary 
biologists to important religious figures like Pope John Paul II, contend that 
the time-tested theory of evolution does not refute the presence of God. They 
acknowledge that evolution is the description of a process that governs the 
development of life on Earth. Like other scientific theories, including Copernican 
theory, atomic theory, and the germ theory of disease, evolution deals only with 
objects, events, and processes in the material world. Science has nothing to say 
one way or the other about the existence of God or about people’s spiritual beliefs.7

The main difficulty for believers in God is the idea that evolution is a random 
process. But what are the religious implications of humans using evolution in 
constructive ways? If a researcher desires a protein to perform a specific function 
and uses evolution (random changes followed by selection) to achieve that purpose, 
does that mean that the result was accidental or without design or purpose? No, the 
designer achieved his or her purpose. Therefore, if God used this same process to 
create life on earth, should that process undermine belief in him or belief that he 
created the world?

Yes, many scientists, philosophers, and others believe that evolution is a godless, 
accidental process. But, must I agree with them? If thousands or millions of our 
Christian brothers and sisters think Mormonism is unchristian, does that make it 
so?
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3. You pointed out how flowering-plant and whale evolution can be harmonized 
with the scriptural Creation accounts. What can you say about the Fall of Adam 
and Eve and its relationship to evolution?

After hearing a scientist colleague suggest that the poor or imperfect design of some 
parts of life was evidence for a godless evolutionary process, I was impressed with 
how the fallen world would be expected to be imperfect and even cruel, as indicated 
by the Lord’s statement to Adam and Eve that the world would contain sorrows, 
painful childbirth, thorns, thistles, and sweat (Genesis 3:16−19; Moses 4:22−25). 
Thorns, thistles, weeds, and sweat suggest the competition among living things that 
we observe in nature and the hard work people have had to do to compete and 
survive. These scriptural ideas are consistent with the kind of world that could be 
created by an evolutionary process where fierce competition occurred and where the 
design might not be optimal but was adequate. Some claim the “less than optimal 
design” is evidence of a godless process. I disagree. I think this is another example 
of the congruence of scripture and nature. (In my chapter, “The Theory of Evolution 
Is Compatible with Both Belief and Unbelief in a Supreme Being,” in the present 
volume, see the section entitled “An Imperfect World.”)

The scriptures teach us that Adam and Eve were placed in the Garden of Eden 
where they lived for a time, were tempted to eat a forbidden fruit, partook of that fruit, 
and then were expelled from the garden into the harsh outside world. The scriptures 
and modern prophets tell us the Fall was important for ushering in mortality and 
was part of God’s plan.8 Just as unanswered questions remain about the Atonement 
of Christ, many unanswered questions remain about the Fall of Adam and Eve. 
Most, if not all, of these questions remain outside the realm of science. Nevertheless, 
the following four ideas have helped me reconcile current Latter-day Saint teachings 
on the Fall and current scientific understandings about life on earth.

A. The scriptures indicate that the Garden of Eden was a separate place from 
the rest of the world (Genesis 2:8, Moses 3:8, Abraham 5:8). These verses say that 
Adam was formed before being placed there, suggesting he was formed outside of 
the Garden of Eden. These statements are consistent with the idea that processes 
happening outside the Garden could have been very different from the peaceful, 
ideal environment within the garden. Therefore, life could have developed outside 
the garden through evolutionary means, with death and other mortal consequences 
absent from the Garden of Eden.

B. For Latter-day Saints, authoritative statements come from the First 
Presidency or from the President of the Church.9 Although positions against 
evolution, sympathetic to evolution, or somewhere in-between (neutral) have been 
expressed by individual church leaders,10 the First Presidency has never ruled on 
“organic evolution” as a biological process, only on the origin of man as a divine 
creation of God,11 on the acceptance of demonstrated truths from science, and on 
the acceptance of diversities of opinion.
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In 1931, two Latter-day Saint leaders (Elder Brigham H. Roberts, President of 
the First Quorum of Seventy, and Elder Joseph Fielding Smith, Jr. a member of the 
Council of Twelve Apostles) had a disagreement over human evolution that came 
before the First Presidency.12 Elder Roberts argued that human-like creatures, 
formed by evolutionary processes, existed before Adam and Eve. He proposed 
that these “pre-Adamite” creatures were destroyed in a cataclysmic event and then 
Adam was brought to earth from another world. Elder Smith stated that no death 
occurred anywhere on earth before the Fall and that the doctrine of pre-Adamites 
was not church doctrine. After much discussion, the First Presidency ruled that 
neither view represented church doctrine:

The statement made by Elder Smith that the existence of pre-Adamites is not a 
doctrine of the Church is true. It is just as true that the statement: “There were not 
pre-Adamites upon the earth,” is not a doctrine of the Church. Neither side of the 
controversy has been accepted as a doctrine at all.

Both parties make the scripture and the statements of men who have been 
prominent in the affairs of the Church the basis of their contention; neither has 
produced definite proof in support of his views. …

We call attention to the fact that when one of the general authorities of the Church 
makes a definite statement in regard to any doctrine, particularly when the 
statement is made in a dogmatic declaration of finality, whether he express it as 
his opinion or not, he is regarded as voicing the Church, and his statements are 
accepted as the approved doctrines of the Church, which they should be.

Upon the fundamental doctrines of the Church we are all agreed. Our mission 
is to bear the message of the Restored Gospel to the people of the world. Leave 
Geology, Biology, Archaeology and Anthropology, no one of which has to do with 
the salvation of the souls of mankind, to scientific research, while we magnify our 
calling in the realm of the Church.

We can see no advantage to be gained by a continuation of the discussion to 
which reference is here made, but on the contrary are certain that it would lead 
to confusion, division and misunderstanding if carried further. Upon one thing 
we should all be able to agree, namely, that Presidents Joseph F. Smith, John R. 
Winder and Anthon H. Lund were right when they said: “Adam is the primal 
parent of our race.”13

Furthermore, the matter of how Adam and Eve were divinely created was 
declared unknown. Speaking of Adam and Eve in 1976, President Spencer W. 
Kimball said, “We don’t know exactly how their coming into this world happened, 
and when we’re able to understand it the Lord will tell us.”14 A statement in 1910 
attributed to the First Presidency15 emphasized that revelation does not say how 
the mortal bodies of Adam and Eve were created. Among two other possibilities, 
they stated that their mortal bodies could have “evolved in natural processes to 
present perfection, through the direction and power of God.”16, 17 Therefore, as long 
as a creation mechanism includes God and one accepts the divine origin of God’s 
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human and other creations, that mechanism is not inconsistent with Latter-day 
Saint doctrine.

C. In thinking about the Fall and the Creation, Latter-day Saints and other 
believers in God often assume that the process of Creation and the Fall was 
linear — that is, first the earth was created followed by the Fall, which only 
then introduced death into the world. The implication is that the Fall had to 
come before death anywhere on earth could occur. Is this premise correct? 
Reconciling evolution and the scriptural teachings of the Fall is much easier if this 
assumption is incorrect. An unpublished idea presented to me by Larry E. Dahl, 
Professor Emeritus of Church History and Doctrine at Brigham Young University, 
suggests this presumption is not valid. Brother Dahl asked, “Could the Fall have 
been retroactive? Christ’s Atonement was applicable to people who came before it 
occurred; could not the effects of the Fall also be applicable before it occurred as 
well as after?”18 Plants and other animals had to be present for Adam and Eve to live 
on the earth. Therefore, some creation had to occur before Adam and Eve could be 
present to instigate the Fall. If evolution is necessary to produce their mortal bodies 
and the rest of life on earth, if the Fall must occur for God’s children to experience 
mortality, and if the Fall was retroactive, then no conflict need exist between our 
current understandings of the scriptures and science. Death and competition could 
occur before the Fall, as life progressed to the state where humans could exist. After 
the Creation, Adam, Eve, and a few other living things could have been placed apart 
(perhaps by a miraculous process19) in the special environment of the Garden of 
Eden, where the Fall could take place. The Fall then legitimized all fallen conditions 
on the earth.

Because we mortal humans think only in terms of linear time, the idea of the 
Fall being applied to the future and the past seems strange. But, is this tactic strange 
to God who is not limited by time (see Alma 40:8)?

D. Having an incomplete understanding of life is part of living in mortality. 
Dilemmas and seemingly conflicting ideas are part of the world in which the Lord 
sent us to be tested. This is necessary for us to develop faith. Therefore, we should 
not be surprised that our understanding of events such as the Atonement, Fall, 
and Creation is incomplete. My faith is the scriptures are true, the observations of 
science are true, and someday all will be clear:

In that day when the Lord shall come, he shall reveal all things—things which have 
passed, and hidden things which no man knew, things of the earth, by which it was 
made, and the purpose and the end thereof — things most precious, things that 
are above, and things that are beneath, things that are in the earth, and upon the 
earth, and in heaven. (D&C 101:32  –34)
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4. People who promote creationism sincerely believe in God but simply have a 
different viewpoint of the scriptures and scientific data from you and others.

I have not intended to spurn people who have sincere beliefs in creationism, 
Intelligent Design, or atheistic evolution. I respect their beliefs. But whether they 
know it or not or whether they intend to or not, those supporting and pushing these 
efforts are trying to prove the existence or non-existence of a creator. Can God’s 
existence be proven?

Of course, many people are simply questioning evolution or divine creation. 
Sincere questions are worthwhile.

At least some of the evolution-creation conflict is attributable to what people 
think God is like or other religious teachings. The Restored Gospel gives perspectives 
that can help you and I see the Creation differently from what other believers in 
God teach and believe.

• Some theologians suggest that if God had a hand in evolution this makes 
him responsible for evil and cruelty in the world. They suggest that if 
evolution occurred it is the domain of Satan and that the physical death 
brought on by the Fall is an aberration in God’s plan. The restored gospel 
gives us a different perspective. The Fall was part of the Lord’s plan.20 He 
sent us into a world where competition, cruelty, and disease are present. 
Death comes to every living thing and is a necessary part of our exis-
tence.21 Although painful, these, and other, difficulties are necessary for 
us to prioritize and make decisions about what is most important to us 
(see Abraham 3:24−25). How could we develop faith and how could we 
make independent choices if we were not subject to a world where we 
must face difficult situations? How many potentially dangerous or dif-
ficult things do parents encourage their children to do—knowing that 
their child may face excruciating, even life-threatening, challenges in 
the process? Does this mean the parent is evil? For example, if parents 
encourage their children to marry but a child’s marriage ends in abuse 
and divorce, does that make the parent responsible for the abuse and 
divorce?

• During graduate school at Purdue University, I attended a presentation 
by a representative of the Institute for Creation Research. I think the 
presenter was the late Henry Morris. The Institute for Creation Research 
promotes the idea that God created the world in six 24-hour days ex 
nihilo (out of nothing). At the end of Dr. Morris’ presentation, the 
audience was permitted to ask questions. I asked him why matter could 
not be eternal just as God was eternal. In other words, why is creation 
ex nihilo significant?22 He replied that if matter was also eternal, then 
matter would be co-equal with God. That is an assumption he and other 
people have made. Is their assumption legitimate? What says that if God 
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and matter are eternal that the two are co-equal? No scripture says that. 
In fact, the Book of Mormon teaches that both things to act and things 
to act upon exist (2 Nephi 2:14). Therefore, a better assumption should 
be that whatever acts is more powerful than whatever is acted upon, 
and so, if God and matter are eternal, God is above matter. In addition, 
modern revelation teaches that creation ex nihilo is incorrect. Joseph 
Smith taught that the Creation was a process where God took elements 
that were also eternal and organized them into the earth.23 The Lord 
revealed to Joseph Smith, “the elements are eternal” (D&C 93:33).

5. Why assume that God will not provide physical evidence of the Creation and 
other spiritual things? This view seems to indicate you are embarrassed about 
faith in God.

My views are motivated in part by the following experience. When I was a student 
at Brigham Young University, I took a religion class that discussed some of the 
evidence for the Book of Mormon. For example, we talked about the book coming 
from a very unlearned young man in a very short time and witnesses who saw 
the golden plates and never denied their testimonies of that observation, even after 
leaving the church. I was astonished when my professor insisted that this evidence 
was not proof that the Book of Mormon was true. He told us we had to get our 
own spiritual conviction. I did not want to have to work for a spiritual conviction! 
I wanted the easy way out! My professor explained that those facts were just 
consistent with the book being true. God seems to give just enough physical or 
logical evidence to help believers see they are not crazy, but not enough to make 
belief in him a mathematical-like proof. On the other hand, those who have atheistic 
beliefs can also find evidence for their position. Faith is required for either belief in 
God or belief in atheism. The principal evidence that God is the Creator comes from 
the scriptures. That witness and my own spiritual experiences are what I believe. 
Secondary evidence is the order, complexity, and beauty of nature (see Alma 30:44). 
But, our atheist brothers and sisters have a different view from the same secondary 
evidence.

I am not embarrassed about faith, but I think each of us has to do the spiritual 
work necessary to build faith. We cannot expect a crutch or an easy way out through 
scientific proof. That said, I find my faith strengthened by what I learn through 
science, including evolution. My views are also motivated by scriptural statements 
that signs follow belief (Mark 16:17; Ether 4:18; Ether 12:6; D&C 58:64). In other 
words, faith must come first. Then we can see physical things through spiritual 
eyes. As taught in the Book of Mormon, people can observe physical signs that 
corroborate spiritual teachings, but without a spiritual foundation, the observed 
phenomena can be easily excused as mere happenstance (3 Nephi 1−2). Yes, an 
orderly, beautiful, well-tuned earth is consistent with a divine creator. Yes, many 
have been motivated to come to God by observing or being in nature. However, 
those people had spiritual experiences in those situations. The concept that God 
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truly is the Creator comes to us through revelation. In other words, when I observe 
nature and “see God,” I see through my spiritual eyes.

What physical observation indicates or could indicate that God was the Creator? 
Would that observation need to show something that could not be explained 
by natural means? That seems to be the assumption of creationists, atheistic 
evolutionists, and Intelligent Designers. Is that premise legitimate? Why could God 
not apply natural means to create the world? That would still take great skill and 
knowledge!

If humans can use evolutionary processes for constructive work, then certainly 
a super-intelligent, omnipotent being could too. This awareness can help all of us 
realize (1) evolution should not be equated with godlessness and (2) the mechanism 
is irrelevant to the question of whether God exists or not.

6. Evolution says nothing about how the first life began. This is a serious flaw in 
the theory.

Evolution is an explanation for how life as we know it today came to be from 
primitive or ancestral life forms. How the first life form came to be is unknown, 
although hypotheses exist.

If current scientific understanding is unclear on how the first life started, how is 
that a flaw in evolutionary theory? Many scientific—and religious—principles raise 
significant, unanswered questions. Is the law of gravity flawed because it cannot 
explain how gravity works (i.e., how two objects with mass have an attraction for 
one another)? Are our beliefs in the Fall and Atonement flawed because we cannot 
completely explain either one?

The length of time required to answer a question is irrelevant. Some religious 
and scientific questions are very difficult to answer. How life originated from the 
sterile earth is one of those questions. As stated, some hypotheses have been made, 
but nothing is settled yet. One responder on the Interpreter website suggested that 
evolution could not be correct if we have had over one hundred years to answer how 
the first life came to be and yet we still do not know. You and I must be careful in 
arguing that many years is enough time to answer a difficult question. One could 
also argue that two thousand years of Christianity or two hundred years since Joseph 
Smith’s first revelation is enough time for us to learn how the Fall and Atonement 
works.

A famous experiment in the 1950s by Harold Urey and Stanley Miller showed 
that electrical discharges could produce amino acids (the building blocks of 
proteins) from compounds that may have been found in the atmosphere before life 
on earth began. Many have surmised that lightning strikes on the pre-biotic earth 
could have stimulated formation of amino acids and other compounds essential for 
life, and that this was one of the first steps in how life began. Many have assumed 
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that this experiment showed that life began as a godless process. Is that assumption 
legitimate? If lightning occurs, does that mean God was not involved? What would 
be the evidence that God is or is not involved? We cannot assume that formation of 
the first life form was some miraculous, supernatural event or that the formation of 
the first life form is the evidence that will prove God did or did not create the earth. 
Establishing the first life form could have been a natural process, such as lightning 
strikes forming amino acids and life being introduced from outer space. Again, 
the evidence that God was the Creator comes from the scriptures. They say that 
God was responsible. They do not say the creation was an unnatural, supernatural, 
or “magical” process. Besides, how could we ever tell from physical evidence if 
something was produced “miraculously” or by a natural process?

7. Why do you emphasize that evolution is compatible with atheism as well as 
belief in God?

Too much of the creation-evolution controversy has descended into an argument 
over which side can prove its point-of-view with scientific evidence or logical 
argument. I have tried to emphasize that science does not take sides in whether 
God exists or not. Although human use of evolution to construct machines, design 
proteins, and so forth does indicate that a being more intelligent than us could use 
the same means to create and maintain life on earth, I also conclude that believers 
in God need to be aware that this does not prove that God used this mechanism or 
that God created the world.

8. Evolution cannot produce biological complexity.

Lipson’s and Pollack’s engineering experiment and the protein design experiments 
show that evolution can produce increased complexity and even new functions.24 
The philosophical implications of these experiments are that a being more intelligent 
than us could have used these same processes to create us and our world. Just because 
artificial evolution experiments failed in some instances (as one responder noted on 
the Interpreter website) does not mean they will not work. They have worked for 
others. We humans are likely at a very elementary stage of using this technology. We 
should not be surprised at failures. The analogous experiments done in my laboratory 
have not always worked either. My lab’s experiments, Lipson’s and Pollack’s work, 
and protein design experiments have produced successful results by starting with 
something randomized.25 This does not mean that things are happening by chance. 
Coupling selection to random variation means that this is not “an explosion in a 
printing shop producing a dictionary.”

9. Your comment about Intelligent Design was terse. Is not Intelligent Design 
proposing that God directed the production of life on earth?

My comment was terse because the purpose of my essay was not to review or critique 
Intelligent Design. However, for those who might think my ideas were part of that 
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movement, I felt I needed to clarify that my thesis (that evolution is a constructive 
process and could have been used by God to form life on earth) was not the same 
as what people in the Intelligent Design movement are proposing. That is the main 
point readers should get from the “Intelligent Design” section.

Intelligent Design is controversial.26 The principal idea behind the movement is 
that if one discovers a complex object, he or she can infer that an intelligent designer 
is responsible. This concept is not new. Perhaps most famously, William Paley made 
an analogy based on a person finding a stone and a watch in a heath.27 The person 
would likely infer that the stone was there “naturally” but the watch was made by 
someone with intelligence, an intelligent designer. Paley then argued that the design 
apparent in the biological world was evidence of a creator.

The scientific dilemma is the following: how does one show that geological, 
astronomical, chemical, and biological complexity is indeed the action of a designer 
or intelligent agent? Unlike our experience with mechanical complexity (e.g., in 
watches, buildings, and so forth), we humans have not seen how an intelligent 
creator could have directed the formation of the universe, the earth, and life on 
earth. As seen so far, formation of the natural world appears to be a process that 
simply occurred. Nothing seems to indicate the presence or intervention of an 
intelligent agent—but, again, what is the test that would show the need for or actions 
of one? Scientific verification cannot be based on faith in scripture, which is the 
principal evidence for God being the creator.

Intelligent Design proposes that complex biological structures are too intricate 
to have arisen through natural processes, such as evolution. But, even Paley’s 
watch was manufactured by natural, not supernatural, processes. In my essay,1 I 
have shown that evolution could have been used by a super-intelligent being, an 
intelligent designer, to make life on earth. Use of that method would appear as a 
natural process in the fossil record and elsewhere. Therefore, God could still have 
designed the world and created it through natural, evolutionary processes. Evolution 
is a principal of construction and can indeed generate increased complexity, as 
demonstrated by Lipson and Pollack and others (see my chapter “The Theory of 
Evolution Is Compatible with Both Belief and Unbelief in a Supreme Being” in 
the present volume). The argument that some biological processes or objects are 
complex is a moot point if an intelligent agent used evolution to form living things.

Is finding God through science even possible? Alma taught that the world 
around us “denote[s] there is a God” (Alma 30:44). The Psalmist said, “The heavens 
declare the glory of God; and the firmament sheweth his handywork” (Psalm 19:1). 
But, other gospel teachings suggest that belief in God or a sincere seeking for belief 
must come before a person can recognize the hand of God in signs and wonders 
(Mark 16:17; Alma 32:26–43; Ether 4:18; 12:6; Moroni 10:4; D&C 58:64). In 
1977, President Spencer W. Kimball said,
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If I can only make clear this one thing, it will give us a basis on which to build. 
Man cannot discover God or his ways by mere mental processes. One must be 
governed by the laws which control the realm into which he is delving. To become 
a plumber, one must study the laws which govern plumbing. He must know 
stresses and strains; temperatures at which pipes will freeze; laws which govern 
steam, hot water, expansion, contraction, and so forth. … One might be the best 
of bookkeepers and yet not know anything of electricity. … One might be a noted 
theologian and yet be wholly untrained in watchmaking. One might be the author 
of the law of relativity and yet know nothing of the Creator who originated every 
law. …

Any intelligent man may learn what he wants to learn. He may acquire knowledge 
in any field, though it requires much thought and effort. It takes more than a decade 
to get a high school diploma; it takes an additional four years for most people to 
get a college degree; it takes nearly a quarter-century to become a great physician. 
Why, oh, why do people think they can fathom the most complex spiritual 
depths without the necessary experimental and laboratory work accompanied 
by compliance with the laws that govern it? Absurd it is, but you will frequently 
find popular personalities, who seem never to have lived a single law of God, 
discoursing in interviews on religion. How ridiculous for such persons to attempt 
to outline for the world a way of life!

And yet many a financier, politician, college professor, or owner of a gambling 
club thinks that because he has risen above all his fellowmen in his particular 
field he knows everything in every field. One cannot know God nor understand 
his works or plans unless he follows the laws which govern. The spiritual realm, 
which is just as absolute as is the physical, cannot be understood by the laws of the 
physical. You do not learn to make electric generators in a seminary. Neither do 
you learn certain truths about spiritual things in a physics laboratory. You must go 
to the spiritual laboratory, use the facilities available there, and comply with the 
governing rules. Then you may know of these truths just as surely, or more surely, 
than the scientist knows the metals, or the acids, or other elements. It matters 
little whether one is a plumber, or a banker, or a farmer, for these occupations are 
secondary; what is most important is what one knows and believes concerning his 
past and his future and what he does about it.28
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